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In this paper we will compute the cohomology rings of the title as algebras over 
the Steenrod algebra A,. In so doing we introduce an extremely useful application 
of the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence suggested by Lambe. 
The cohomology calculations have been known for some time for certain special 
classes of these groups. This background material may be found in [3]. We wish to 
handle the calculations systematically and with regard to the Steenrod algebra. 
We summarize our results in 
Theorem. If G is a finite metacyclic (non-cyclic) 2-group, then H*(G, Z,) is one of 
only 12 rings. These separate into 15 distinct algebras over the Steenrod algebra 
A,. One may determine which of these 15 algebras applies for any given G from 
simple group-theoretic alculations. 
The distinct algebras will be presented and numbered as they arise in the proof. 
Let us begin by noting that the natural technique for attacking these groups is to 
view them as extensions A --t G+ B with A and B cyclic, and to use the Hochschild- 
Serre spectral sequence of this extension. This was done in [3]. While the E2 term 
is very easy, the differentials are not, nor is the ‘unfiltering’ of the ring structure 
in E,. Furthermore, it is not immediately clear why certain metacyclic groups 
behave exceptionally. This much may be understood with 
Lemma 1. G contains a normal 4group F unless G is dihedral, quaternion, or semi- 
dihedral. 
This follows immediately from [4, p. 3031 and [4, p. 911. 
We will write the cohomology ring of the dihedral group (of order at least 8) as 
H*(D) = &[z,x,Y~/(Y~=xY), (1) 
a free module of rank 2 over the polynomial ring in x and z. (When no coefficient 
group is given, the field Z, is assumed). We may view the classes x and y in H’(D) 
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as homomorphisms D -+ z2. Then the kernels of y and x+y are dihedral (maximal) 
subgroups, while ker(x) is cyclic. For z we may take the second Stiefel-Whitney 
class of the faithful representation of D in A&(R). By Wu’s formula, we find 
Sq’(z)=x.z; all other &-actions follow from the usual Steenrod-algebra axioms. 
From this data and the extensions Z, +X-+D giving semidihedral and quater- 
nion groups X, we can calculate the cohomology of Xdirectly with the Serre spectral 
sequence. For completeness we give the results: the cocycles are z+y* and z+x* 
respectively, giving 
H*(SD)=Z,[x,y,/l,T]/(y*=xy,x2y=o,~*=x(x+y)T,y/l=o), (2) 
H*(Q) = Z,[x,y,T]/(y2=Xy,X3=0) (3) 
with A 3-dimensional and T 4-dimensional. (If X is quaternion of order 8, a dif- 
ferent calculation is needed, whose result is 
H*(Q) = Z,[x,y,T]/((x*+y*+xy) =xy(x+y)=O).) (4) 
In each case, we may take for T the top Stiefel-Whitney class of a 4-dimensional 
real representation, so that Sq’(T)=O (O<i<4), except Sq2(T) =x(x+y)T in ring 
(2). We may take A as corestricted from the dihedral maximal subgroup of SD, and 
so find Sq’A =0, Sq2A =(x+y)(T+xA). 
Let us from now on assume that G contains a normal 4-group F. Let FO= 
Ffl ZG, the group of central involutions in G. 
Lemma 2. If FO<F, then G/F, contains a central 4-group. 
Proof. We will write s2X for the group generated by the involutions in X. Thus our 
assumption is that S2ZG is cyclic. 
Find a cyclic A a G with B = G/A also cyclic. Note that !&l a G, so &I 0 ZG is 
non-trivial, and thus !A4 = FO. Pick x E F \ F,, so x is an involution with [G,x] C_ 
F,. Certainly then xFO is a central involution in G/F. Note that it lies outside of 
A/F,. 
Now, A/F, is cyclic, and normal in G/F,. It is also non-trivial: if A = F,, then 
G would be a cyclic extension of a central subgroup (A = F,,s ZG), hence abelian; 
but then F, = Fn ZG = F, a contradiction. So pick y E sZ(A/F,) a G/F, : y will be 
another central involution in G/F,. Our 4-group is then ( y,xF,,). 0 
Let us for the moment look only at metacyclic G with a central 4-group F. Note 
that F= QG. Let G = G/F. 
Lemma 3. Unless GE Z2 x ZIN for some N2 2, G is dihedral or contains a normal 
4-group. 
Proof. G is either cyclic or metacyclic. In the former case, G is a cyclic extension 
of a central subgroup F, hence abelian, leaving Gz Z2 x Z,. 
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So, if this is not the case, we apply Lemma 1 to G: G contains a normal 4-group 
unless G is in one of our three special classes. However, G cannot be quaternion 
or semidihedral: the extension F+ G + G corresponds to a cocycle q E H2(G, F) = 
H2(G)2. It follows from our description of H*(G) that x and y restrict to zero on 
the central involution 7 of C; as ZZ’(C) consists only of multiples of these, it 
follows that q restricts to zero on f. Consequently, the inverse image of (7) in G 
will be split: it is Fx (5) z:Z:. This is impossible: subgroups of metacyclic groups 
are metacyclic (or cyclic). Thus G is not quaternion or semidihedral. 0 
In fact, we can show G usually has a central 4-group. We first show 
Lemma 4. Suppose G contains a normal 4-group I% Then G contains a normal copy 
of U& except perhaps if Gg 27: or D8 (dihedral of order 8). 
Proof. Let H be the inverse image of A in G. This H is metacyclic, contains F in 
its center, and has H/F=R. So, if H is not Zi, it must be the non-trivial split ex- 
tension &. Z,. In particular, ZH= F. 
We claim C,(H) = F. For C,(H) is normal in G (as H is), and thus c= 
C,(H)/F is normal in G. Of course, RUG too, and by the preceding paragraph, 
r?fl A= (1). Now, if f? were non-trivial, it would meet ZG non-trivially, and hence 
contain a central involution ?. But then <Z?, 7) would be elementary-abelian of 
rank 3, and hence not contained in the metacyclic G. This contradiction shows c 
is trivial, i.e., C,(H)=F. 
Therefore we get an injection G/F-+Aut(H) induced by conjugation. The 
image lies in the subgroup of automorphisms acting trivially on F, which is 
X= Hom(Z& F). (t). Here t is an automorphism acting non-trivially on R. 
Consider the map @: X-t Aut(Z?). The kernel of this is Horn@, F), hence ele- 
mentary abelian; it meets G/F in a metacyclic group containing Z?, and so this inter- 
section is fl. If G/F lies in the kernel of r$, we are done; otherwise, pick ge G/F 
not in ker(@); then G/F=R. (g) = Z2 2 27, is dihedral of order 8. 0 
Now we can say 
Lemma 5. If G contains a normal 4-group, then G contains a central 4-group unless 
GED*. 
Proof. With the help of Lemma 4 we may assume H=:Zj, so that G acts on H 
through a matrix A in M2(U4). As FIZG, 2(,4 -I) =O. But then im(A -I) C 
2(.U4)2, so G acts trivially on A, too. 0 
Thus we may repeat Lemmas 3-5 with G replacing G. Iterating this procedure 
leads to a chain of (characteristic) subgroups 
1 <F,<F,<+..<F,<G 
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defined by Fj+l/Fi = SZ(G/Fi)~~~, such that G/F, is either dihedral or of the form 
Z, x Z,,, (N? 2). We refer to 1 as the length of G. Note that as G contains a central 
4-group, we have lr 1 unless G = Z2 x ZIN. Al~~observeFi+i/Fi_t~Z~if i<l-I, or 
if i = I- 1 and G/F, is neither Ds nor Zi. 
One more group-theoretic fact is of interest to us. It follows from [I, p. 3351 (as 
noted in [2, p. 211). 
Lemma 6. A 2-group is metacyclic if and only if it and each of its 3 maximal sub- 
groups can be generated by 2 elements. 
Now we are prepared to calculate cohomology. We do this in stages, finding in 
turn the cohomology of each G/Fi. That of G/F, is easy: it is ring (1) if G/F, is 
dihedral, and otherwise is 
H*(Z2 x Z,) = Z2[x, y], and (5) 
H*(z, x Z,) = ‘U% Y, zl /(x2) (6) 
if 4 1 N. (Here, x, y, and z are respectively of dimensions 1, 1, and 2; Sq’(z) = 0). 
So now suppose l> 0. 
Lemma 7. H *(G/F,_ ,) = Z2 [x, y, T,, T2] /(x2) for some 2-dimensional classes T, 
where Sq’(T,) = 0 and we have one of 4 sets of additional relations: 
y* = 0, Sq’(T2) = 0 (‘abelian type’), (7) 
y* = 0, Sq’(T,) = XT, (‘skew-abelian type’), (8) 
Y2 = XY, Sq’(T,) = xT2 (‘dihedral type’), (9) 
Y2 = XY, Sq’ (T2) = y T, + xT2 (‘skew-dihedral type’). (10) 
Proof. It is not hard to use the Serre spectral sequence on the central extension 
F//e_, -+ G/F,_, + G/F, 
to get the desired result: Es =E, and E, *,2i+’ =0 The collapse at EJ may for ex- . 
ample be demonstrated by noting that the cocyle q = (ql, q2) will have the property 
Sq’(qi) = C Mijqj for some one-dimensional classes M;;. We might express this fact 
by writing Sq’(q)=M.q for some matrix MEM~(H’(G/F,)). 
What is the cocycle of this extension? Suppose first that G/F, is dihedral. If 
q2 = 0, then in the Serre spectral sequence we will have a non-zero Ez ‘, making 
H’(G/F,_ ,) at least 3-dimensional, contradicting Lemma 6. More generally, we see 
that the space .Z2ql + Z2q2 c H*(G/F,) needs to be 2-dimensional. 
In addition, if, say, q2 = y2, then upon restricting to the dihedral subgroup y = 0, 
we would as in the previous paragraph get a 3-dimensional H’, now for this maxi- 
mal subgroup. In this way we see that neither ql, q2, nor q1 +q2 can be 0, y*, or 
x*$-y*. 
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So, in a suitable basis of F,/F[_,, we may write q= (X’,z+L’) with L = 0 or y. 
Similar arguments show that if G/F, z TT2 x Z,, q = (z + ~~XJJ, fixy +y”), and that if 
G/F, = Zi, then q = (X2, y* + ~XJJ). We remark that the matrix A4 is in these cases 
respectively 
We also observe that q, and q2 are not zero divisors in H*(G/F,) and H*(G/F,)/ 
(ql) respectively (so that (q1,q2) is a ‘regular sequence’ in H*(G/F,)). 
The difficulty with the Serre spectral sequence is that it will not allow us to calcu- 
late the action of Sq’ on the c. This is particularly useful (though not essential) 
when one next tries to show E3 = E, in the spectral sequence giving H*(G/F,_,). 
So we will use instead the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence. 
A good general reference for this is [6]. Our application is to central group exten- 
sions 2-X-X. These correspond to cocycles (Y E H*(Bx,Z) which we regard as 
homotopy classes of maps f = f,: BX+ K(Z, 2). If we use f to pull back the path- 
space fibration K(Z, 1) -+ P + K(Z, 2), we get a pullback diagram 
Bx - K(Z, 2). 
The long exact homotopy sequence of the fibration on the left shows E is a K(n, 1); 
in fact, it is not hard to see n=X. 
As K(Z, 2) is simply connected and P contractible, we are left with a spectral se- 
quence 
E2 = Tor,,(,(z,2))(H*(B~), 4 * H*(BW 
with coefficients in any field k. 
We will carry out the computations when k is the field of 2 elements and Z is an 
elementary-abelian 2-group. As R = H*(K(Z2, 2)) is a polynomial ring Z,[X,,, xl, . . . ] 
with generators in degrees deg(x,) = 2’+ 1, our H*(K(Z, 2)) will just be a tensor pro- 
duct of several of these. 
A resolution of k by free R-modules is found by taking a tensor product 
R Ok Quo, ~1, . . . ) with an exterior algebra, whose generators have bidegrees 
deg(u;) = (-1,2’+ 1); the differentials are d(Ui) =x;. That is, we have the augmented 
sequence 
with maps E(Xi) = 0, d(ui T) =Xi r, d(Ui Uj r) = u;(Xj r) + Uj (Xi r), and SO on. A resolu- 
tion by free 0” R-modules is then just the tensor product of n of these. 
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The E, term of the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence is found by applying 
H*(X) OR- to this resolution. As the fibration over Brf was pulled back by f 
from that over K(Z, 2), the differentials in this sequence will be pulled back as well: 
d(L4i) =f*(Xj). 
Now, x0 E H2(K(&, 2)) = [K(z,, 2), K(Z,, 2)] corresponds to the identity map, so 
f *(x0) must correspond to the map f,, i.e., f *(x0) = 1~. To get the remaining dif- 
ferentials, recall that xi+, = Sq(*‘)(xi) = Sq,(x,), i.e., x, = (SqJi(xo). Since there is 
an action of A, on the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence (see [6]), it must give 
0;) = d((Sq,)‘uo) = (Sq,)‘(duo) = (%,)‘(f *x0), 
that is, d(u,) = (Sqr)‘(a). 
It will be useful to calculate Sq(Ui) = Cu20 Sq’(ui) for a few small i. (This can be 
done knowing xj+t =Sq,(x;), d.Sq=Sq.d, and the Adem relations.) 
Sq(u,) = ugs ut + uoa, 
Sq(u,) = Ulf u2 + u1 Ss’(ah 
Sq(u2) = U2fUl Sq’(a)+u3+u,Sq%q’(a). 
In our application, we will take Z=zz, which has only the effect of adding 
another whole set of generators uf’, ui2), . . . to the exterior algebra. We write the 
cocycle a as (q,,q2), so now 
d(Lp) = (Sq,)‘(q,), eu,‘2’) =elJ(q2). 
We will not discuss here the general use of this Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence 
in group cohomology. Suffice it to say that, when applicable, it is much better than 
the Serre spectral sequence: it is smaller and quicker, and presents fewer ambiguities 
in the ring- and A,-structure. We will read off the action of /A2 on a filtered form 
of H*(G), and then will ‘unfilter’ this action as we do for the ring structure. This 
will become apparent in our applications. For example, 
Lemma 8. Suppose given a regular sequence (q,, q2,. . . , q,,) E H2(X) for which 
Sq’(q) = A4q for some matrix MEM,(H’(X)). Suppose also that H3(X) = 
C qiH1(8). Then 
H*(X) = H*(rt)/(q)[T,, . . . . T,] 
for some regular sequence of Tie H’(X) such that Q’(T) =A+‘. T. 
Proof. The Serre spectral sequence has E2 = H*(x)[t,, t,, . . . , t,]. An easy induc- 
tion on n shows that the first hypothesis on q amounts to the statement 
E3 = H*@)/(q)[t:, tf, . . . . $1. 
Using the second hypothesis on q, d3(tf)=Sq’(qi) is now zero in E,, so the ring 
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structure of H*(X) is certainly as claimed. What remains is to calculate the action 
of Sq’ on the new 2-dimensional classes. 
In the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence, we have an E, term 
H*(X) @ ( 6 E(u”’ zp 0 ’ , 3 .-* 1 . i=l > 
Let t=u,+Muo (i.e., ti=u~“+~M,z#‘). Then d’(t)=Sq’(q)+M.q=O, so t sur- 
vives to E3-lP3. Since the differential d, is of bidegree (r, 1 -r), d,(t) E E;1+‘4p’=0 
if rr2, and so t is an n-tuple of universal cycles, that is, survives to Em. 
Next observe that 
0 = (sq1)2(q) = Sq’(Mq) = Sq’(M).q+MSq’(q) = (Sq1(A4)+M2)q 
and so from our first hypothesis on q, we see Sq’(M)+M*=O. Then, 
Sq’(t) = Sq’(Mu,) = Sq’(M).u, +M.u, = Mt + @q’(M) +M2)Uo = Mt. 
Therefore, if any q E H*(X) are chosen representing tj E Eilv3, then Sq’(T) + MT= 
0 in Ec134, i.e., Sq1(T)+MTEEz3= inf H3(x). But we have assumed H3(X) = 
C qiH1(X) and each qi inflates to 0, so this shows Sq’(T) =MT on the nose. 0 
In our application, we have II = 2. We have already seen that our cocycle meets 
the requirements of this lemma, so that H*(G/F,_,) =H(G/F,)/(q)[T,, T,] with 
Sq,(T) =M. T. This completes the proof of Lemma 7: if G/F, is dihedral we get the 
‘dihedral’ case if L =0 and the ‘skew-dihedral’ case if L =y. If G/F,=Zi, we get 
the ‘abelian’ or ‘dihedral’ case according as a = 0 or a # 0. If G/F, = 27, X ZN and 
p = 0, we get the fabelian’ or ‘skew-abelian’ cases according as a = 0 or a # 0 (in this 
latter case, relabel T, and T,); if p= 1 the ‘dihedral’ case results (we need to replace 
T, by T, + T2 when a= 1). 0 
Next suppose 12 2 and consider the extension 
It follows from Lemma 6 that the cocycle of this extension restricts on F/F,_, to 
a pair of linearly independent elements of H2(F,/FrPl). Thus, in the Serre spectral 
sequence of the group extension in Lemma 7, our present q would need to have 
appeared in E2=, and thus differs from T by something in E;’ @ E?‘=Z,(xy). 
But then q could have been chosen as representative of t EE;‘,~ in the Eilenberg- 
Moore spectral sequence; that is, we may assume q = T. 
Thus if we apply Lemma 8 to our new extension, we conclude H*(G/F,_,)z 
H*(G/F,_,), even as &-modules! (The isomorphism is not natural.) 
Iterating this procedure, we see 
Corollary 9. If the metacyclic group G has a central 4-group, and I >O, then 
H*(G)eH*(G/F,_,) as A,-modules. (This structure is given in Lemma 7.) 0 
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We can identify T, as follows. Note that dimH2(G) = 3; thus, if we view G as an 
extension A + G -+ B with A and B cyclic, the Serre spectral sequence of this exten- 
sion must collapse: Em = E,aH*(A) @H*(B). In particular, there is an element of 
H2(G) inflated from H2(B) (so that it is a Stiefel-Whitney class). Clearly, its 
restriction to F, is non-zero, so we may take it as one of the Ti. As Sq1(H2B)=0, 
we may assume it is Ti. Then r, restricts to zero on A. 
Let us complete our analysis of metacyclic groups by reconsidering those without 
a central 4-group. We found in Lemma 2 a central extension Z, + G -+ G in which 
G possesses a central 4-group. Let ~EH~(G) be the extension cocycle. 
First suppose l(G) = 0; as G is not dihedral, this means G = Z, x Z, (N? 2). 
Lemma 10. If l(G) = 0 and G is not dihedral, then 
H*(G) = L,[x,y,A,T]/(x2=xy2=xA =A’==) (11) 
with the generators of degrees 1, 1, 3, and 4 respectively. The action of A, is deter- 
mined by 
sq’/l =o, Sq2A =xT+y2A; 
Sq’ T=y2A, Sq2T=y2T, Sq3 T=y4A. 
Proof. If N=2, G would be dihedral of order 8. We have excluded this case, so 
we may assume H*(G) is ring (6), and the cocycle q E H2(G) = Z,z + E,xy + Z2y2. 
The coefficient of xy is not zero, as G cannot be abelian. 
If the coefficient of z were zero, q would be inflated from G/@(G). Then G 
would have a normal subgroup N mapping isomorphically to Q(G) under the pro- 
jection G + G. Since N is cyclic, ON would be central in G, as is F,, giving G a 
central 4-group, a contradiction. 
Thus, the cocycle restricts non-trivially to a cyclic maximal subgroup of G, and 
thus G has a cyclic subgroup of index 2. As G is to have a normal, non-central 
4-group, this implies G is 
G = (a,b 1 a2N=b2=1,b-‘ab=a1+N) 
(see [4, p. 911). It is not hard to see that the cocycle may be written q =z+xy. 
The Serre spectral sequence is straightforward: 
E, = Z,[x, y, t, ,I] /(x2 = 0, xy2 = 0, x1 = 0, /I2 = 0) 
with tEEz4 and AeEb2. 
In the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence, we let 1 =xui, t = u2 +y2u, in Ei” *. 
The various representatives of these in H*(G) differ from one another by elements 
of E”‘*=infH*(G)=Z2[x,y]/x2=xy2= 0, that is, by powers of y. It is not hard to 
see thmat if r is a fixed involution complementing the maximal cyclic subgroup of G, 
then Z,[y] restricts isomorphically to H*((r)). Thus we choose representatives A 
and T of A and t which restrict to zero on T. 
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In E, we compute that Sq(n)= Sq(xu,)= Sq(x) Sq(ut) reduces to xu, +xu2= 
Iz + (xt + y*A) in E:” *. Thus, Sq(/l) +/1+ (xT+y*/1) lies in E: *=Z,[y], and yet 
clearly restricts to zero on r, so must be zero. (In particular, /1* = Sq3/1 = 0.) 
Similarly, we find first in E, that Sq(t) = Sq(u,) + Sq(y)* Sq(u,) reduces to 
We conclude Sq(T) + (T+y*/1 +y2T+y4/1 + T*) is zero as in the previous para- 
graph. (Note we have also shown T* = Sq4T to be represented by u3 + u2y2 and we 
have found 0= Sq’T is represented by xy4t=d’(u2t) which is zero in E,.) 0 
With Lemma 10 in hand, we may assume G is of length I(G) 2 1, so its co- 
homology is presented in Lemma 7. What is the cocycle q in this case? View G as 
an extension A + G -+ B; then as A a G must meet ZG, we see F, I A and so there 
is an extension A -+ G--f B. Consequently, the cocycle q must restrict non-trivially 
to A. Now, H2(C?)=Z2Tl +Z2T2+Z2xy, with T, and xy restricting to zero on A; 
thus q = T2 + yT, + 6xy. Actually, however, we noted in the proof of Lemma 8 that 
the T are only fixed modulo inf H*(G/F,(G)), so we may replace T2 by T2 + 6xy 
and assume q = T2 + yT,. Note Sq’(q) = Sq1(T2). 
We must in principle consider each of the 4 rings of Lemma 7 for each choice of 
y. However, we have 
Lemma 11. If G has a normal, non-central 4-group F, then Sq’(q) e(q), and so 
H*(G) is not any of the rings of Lemma 7. 
Proof. Since q is not a zero divisor, the Serre spectral sequence of F,, --t G + f~? 
would have 
E, = E3 = H*(C)/(q)[t*]. 
In particular, H3(G) = t*.H’(G) + H3(G) c H*(G). H’(G). On the other hand, 
FI @G, so H’(G) restricts to zero on F, and thus Sq’(H*G) c H3(G) does as well. 
In particular, the restriction of H*(G) to F must lie in the kernel of Sq’. 
Next, write H*(F) =Z,[x,y], with a basis for H’(F) chosen so that G permutes 
x and y. Then H*(G) restricts on F to a subgroup of H*(F)’ = Z2(x2 + y*) + Z,(xy) 
and to a subgroup of ker Sq’ =z2x2+Z2y2, and so to a subgroup of Z,(x*+y*). 
We already know that E, ‘** = E$* # 0, so H*(G) restricts non-trivially all the way 
down to Fo; thus ResF H*(G) = Zz(x2 +y*), and if TE H*(G) restricts non-trivially 
to F, it restricts non-trivially to Fo. 
Now, it is clear from the Serre sequence considered in Lemma 7 that there are 
three classes (T,, T2, and T, + T2) in H2(C) restricting to the three non-zero squares 
of H*(F,); in particular, for each of the three involutions in G there are elements 
TE H*(G) which do not restrict to zero on that involution. Choose such a T not 
restricting to zero on F/F,. Since Inf$,FO is an injection, we get 
0 # InfF,FO Res$z(T) = Resg Infg(T), 
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so T’=Infg(T) restricts non-trivially to F. By the preceding paragraph, we would 
also expect it to restrict non-trivially to F,. This, however, would contradict 
Resz” Inf&O = 0. 0 
This reduces the number of cases we need consider: G cannot be of abelian type, 
and if it is of dihedral type, y= 1. In the remaining cases, we replace T, by q = 
T,+yT,, so that H*(G) is as in Lemma 7, with relations now either 
y* = 0, Sq’(T,) = XT,, 
Y2 = XY, Sq’(T2) = XT, + XT,, or 
Y2 = XY, Sq’(T?;) = yT, +xT,. 
(In this last case, we replace y by y’ =Y + x if y = 1; we still have ( Y’)~ =xy’.) We will 
handle the first two possibilities in Lemma 13; for now we consider the third case. 
Lemma 12. If G has a non-central normal 4-group and G is of skew-dihedral type, 
then 
H*(G)=Z,[x,y,T,,A,T]/(x*=y(x+y)=yT,=yA=O, 
A2 = (xy)T+xT,A) 
(12) 
with generators of dimensions 1, 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively and with A, action 
determined by 
Sq’(T,) = 0, Sq’(/l) = 0, Sq2(/1) = (x+y)T+ T,A, 
Sq’(T) = T,A, Sq*(T) = T,(T+xA), Sq3(T) = T,%l. 
Proof. The Serre spectral sequence is relatively easy to carry out: 
To get the ring- and A,-algebra structure from this, we use the Eilenberg-Moore 
spectral sequence. We may take A =(x+y)u, +xyu, and t=u,+ T,u, +x(T, + T,)u,. 
We can calculate Sq(2) and Sq(t) as in Lemma 10. The result is that if we choose 
any representatives A and T of 1 and T, we get all the required A, actions correct 
modulo Ez * = infH*(G)=Z,[T,,x]. We also see y/1=0, but if y/l #O, yA =TF, 
and so 0 = (x+ y).y/l = (x+ y)Tf =xTF would result, a contradiction. Thus y/l = 0. 
Replace T by T+ TF if necessary to make Sq* T= T,(T+xA). Then replace A by 
A + T,x, if needed, to make Sq’(T) = TIA. This forces Sq3(T) = Sq’ Sq2 T= TfA, 
exactly. 
Now use the Adem relations to get Sq(/l). First, O=(Sq’)*(T)=T, Sq’/l, so as 
Sq’ll is a scalar multiple of TF, this makes Sq’/l =O. Then n2= Sq3/1 is Sq’Sq*A, 
which simplifier to (xy)T+xT,A. Finally apply the relation Sq2Sq2 = Sq3Sq1 to /1 
to get Sq2/1 as stated. 0 
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We combine the two remaining cases into one: 
N*(~)=Z,[x,y,T,,T,]/(xZ=O, y2=axy, Sq’T,=O, Sq’T,=x(T,+aT,)), 
and cocycle q = T,. In this case we get 
Lemma 13. The cohomology rings are 
H*(G)=Z,[x,y,T,,A,T]/(x2=0, y2=axy, xT,=O, xA=O, A2=O) 
with generators of dimensions 1, 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively, and with A, action 
specified by 
S&T,) = 0, sq’/l = 0, Sq2A = XT+ T,A, 
Sq’(T) = (1+ a)T,A + yT:y, Sq2T = T,T, Sq3T = T, Sq’T, 
in which we have either 
a=y=o, 
a=l, y=O or 
a=y=l. 
(13) 
(14) 
(19 
Proof. Up to a point, this proof proceeds no differently from the preceding one. 
The Serre spectral sequence ends in exactly the ring listed for H*(G). In the 
Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence we identify 2 =xur , t =u2 + Tl u1 + ax(T, + T2)u0. 
The A2-action on /1 and T is computed as in Lemma 10; the indeterminacy is again 
in E,$ *=inf H*(G)), which is now Z,[T,, y]. 
We observe that if x/l #O, x/l = TF. But then 0 =(~/1)~ = Tf would be a contra- 
diction; so x/l = 0. 
If a = 0, we pick out representatives /1 and T as in Lemma 12, and use again the 
same Adem relations to complete the proof. 
However, if CY = 1, there does not seem to be any good way to choose /1 and T; 
we will have to manufacture them as follows. 
Note that on I@ = ker(x) c G, q restricts to a cocycle 4 with Sq’(4) = 
Resa(xTr + xT2) = 0. By Lemma 11, the inverse image A4 of A?2 in G contains a cen- 
tral 4-group, and so by Lemma 7, we may write 
H*(M) = Z2[a, b, U,, &]/a2 = 0, b2 =/3ab, (Sq’ U, = 0). 
Note that M= ker(inf(x)) c G. 
Now, there is an exact sequence 
Res 
0 - H*(G)/(x) - 
Cor 
H*(M) - An%fy,, 6) - 0 
(see [S, Appendix B]) which we will use to compare the rings H*(G) and H*(M). 
As y restricts to an element of N’(M) of square zero, we may assume a= Res(y). 
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Also, we may take Ui to be Res(T,), as both have Sq’ = 0. Then Car(a) = 
Cor(U,)=O. 
Since x.x=0, xeim Cor, we must have x=Cor(b). Then we find Cor(ab)= 
Cor(Resy.b)=yCor(b)=xy. In particular, 
0 = Sq’x = Sq’ Car(b) = Cor(Sq’(b)) = Cor(pab) = fixy 
shows /3=0 (i.e., b* = 0), so M is of abelian or skew-abelian type, according as 
Sq1(U2) is zero or a non-zero multiple of U,. 
Since x’ T, = 0, Tl E im Cor. Already Cor(U,) = 0 and Cor(ab) = xy, so we will 
have Cor(U,) = Tl for a suitable choice of U2. 
Write Z* for the G-conjugate of any z E H*(M). From z + z* = Res Car(z) we com- 
pute a*=a, b*=b, U;F= U,, and Uz= U,+ U,. 
We can now describe our A. Take (1= Cor(bU*). Then Res(/l) = (b&)+(b&)*= 
bU,; since this is not a scalar multiple of Res(T,y) =a7_Jl, A $infH3(G) =Ez3, so 
n is in fact a representative of A. Then we calculate 
SqA = Sq Cor(bU2) = Cor(Sq(bU*)) = Cor((b)(U,+ Sq’ LIZ+ Uz)), 
so that Sq3A = 0 (i.e., /1* = 0). Also, as Sq’ CT, is a multiple L U, of U,, b Sq’ U, is 
either zero or abU,, so Sq’/l = (0 or) Cor(abUl) = T, Cor(ab) = T, ‘xy = 0. Finally, 
Sq*/1 will restrict to (bU$ + (bUi)* = bUT; since we already know Sq*A= 
XT+ T,A +6T:y, and since this latter restricts to bUf +daUf, we see that 6=0. 
For our T we may take T= Norm(U2): this restricts to U2U,* = U2(U2 + U1), so T 
is not in the ideal spanned by inf H*(G) and /1, and so represents t. Then Sq(T) 
restricts to Sq(U,Ui); that is, Sq’(T) restricts to 
LU/:, Ui u*cu, + U2h Lu: 
for i = 1, 2, and 3. Now, our Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence calculations 
showed that for some scalars y, S, E we had Sq’(T) = 
YT?Y, TIT+ 6T:, &T;y 
whose restrictions may be compared to those on the previous line. We conclude 6 = 0 
and y = E (and L = ya), as required. 0 
We remark that both rings (14) and (15) can occur: it is not just that we stopped 
the proof before finding the (expected) result y = 0. For example, consider 
G=(u,b(a i6=1, b8=a8, d’=a-’ (resp. (I-~)>. 
One may check that F= (a8, b4am4> is a normal 4-group, not centralized by b. The 
group G = G/(a8) is indeed of dihedral type: G is an extension of F,(G) = (D4, 6) 
by Z,.Z,; compare the proof of Lemma 7. It is not hard to decide that M= ker(x) is 
the subgroup (a, b*). If ab = a-‘, then A4 is abelian (Zi, x Z,), and so Sq’(H*(M)) = 
0; in particular, L = 0 and y = 0 in Lemma 13. If ab = K5, A4 is a non-abelian exten- 
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sion of Z’s x Z, by Z:; using Lemma 8, we see Sq’ is not identically zero on H2(A4), 
so Sq’(U,)#O and y#O. 
Let us close with some observations that can be drawn from this list of rings. One 
is that in every case except for dihedral groups, H*(G) contains nilpotent elements 
(in fact, elements not detected by any proper subgroup, unless G is semidihedral or 
dihedral). The second observation is that in every case except for the quaternion and 
dihedral groups, the variety associated to H*(G) is just affine 2-space. This implies, 
for example, that G has just one conjugacy class of 4-groups; further, that G has 
at most one maximal subgroup with a central 4-group. (This observation also sug- 
gests that much interesting data is being ignored in the variety picture.) 
If we compare our calculations to those in [3], we see that the rings (14) and (15) 
are new, so that these groups cannot be split metacyclic. Finally, we observe that 
H*(G) is Cohen-Macaulay iff G is dihedral or contains a central 4-group, so that 
the depth of this ring always equals the rank of Z(G) except when G is dihedral. 
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